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In this issue of Vision, many Conklin Distributors share their fondest memories
of Judy, showcasing how she helped guide new business owners into becoming
the successful leaders they are today. While Judy was a true champion of
Conklin’s mission, we were also blessed by her loving friendship, and we
cherish those precious memories in which we shared with her.

A legacy can take any number of paths, such as supporting people and causes,
sharing blessings, being a mentor, or pursuing a passion. Judy did them all!
As we celebrate Judy’s life and recognize the outstanding achievements of
the many Distributors she mentored, I am reminded of the inspiring example
that she set for us all. She left a personal legacy that is unparalleled and is
something we should all strive to achieve.

Judith A. Herbster used these words to describe the

support for students was “a blessing and a dream come
true” for Judy. To continue her legacy, the Judith A. Herbster
her honor.
Judy believed the only way to pay back those who have been a
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to those on the receiving end of her kindness: “You will never
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making time to listen will mean to so many.”

supporting, and encouraging others. One of her last remarks
know the difference a few kind words, a loving touch, or just

The Judith A. Herbster Foundation Scholarship is accepting
donations, which will determine the financial award given to
scholarship recipients. High school seniors or college students
who are children of active Conklin Independent Distributors in
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good standing are eligible to apply to obtain this financial aid
for those in the pursuit of a two- or four-year college degree.
If you would like to give back to others investing in their
future, donations can be made to:
Judith A. Herbster Foundation
P.O. Box 549
Falls City, NE 68355
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JUDY HERBSTER'S

Lasting Legacy
From the first time she stood on a Conklin stage in Topeka, Kan., in 1979, until her last National
Convention in the winter of 2017, Judy Herbster’s enthusiasm had a ripple effect. When you stood
within that swell, it drove you forward—pushing you to new heights, to places you never thought
you could go. It radiated from her as she graced the stage at National Convention—her expertly
tailored dresses fitted to accentuate her beauty. You could feel that same drive for perfection on
any given day at the farm—her hair shoved under a simple ball cap, her rugged t-shirt stained with
the toil of endless hours ridding the farm from the dreaded thistle. She wore that dirt like a medal.

Judy was impressive because she
was equally humble, compassionate,
loving, and grounded.
- Karen Livesay

Conklin Director
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Her commitment to making us better was always there
regardless of where she was or whom she was with. Judy was
the one beneath all of us, waist deep in the muck, her humble,
muddy hands pushing us to the limelight. She worked tirelessly
in search of greatness in people—promoting an improved life
for everyone she met. When Judy passed away suddenly on
May 2, 2017, we all realized that she had left, carved into our
hearts, a legacy of hard work, passion to serve, and devotion
to excellence.

A CHILDHOOD FULL OF CHARACTER AND FUN
Two decades before she found Conklin, Judy, the first of six
children, was born in WaKeeney, Kan. Judy’s modest Christian
family nurtured her selfless character and molded the greeneyed, beautiful girl into the resilient, smart, and professional
woman she would become. Judy’s childhood was abundant
in the art of play. Swimming holes, bread dough animals,
cooking, and mock sword fights were commonplace in her
youth, and she passed that “fun” onto countless young people
who crossed her path. Incorporating delight into everyday life,
she always found a way to make the most tedious tasks fun for
kids, teaching valuable life lessons along the way.
Kayla Livesay, daughter of Senior Directors Rod and Sheila
Livesay from Mount Sterling, Iowa, reflects on Judy’s teaching.
“One of my favorite memories with Judy was at the farm.
One afternoon, it was just the two of us in the house after
lunch. We were still cleaning up, and I was too young to drive
a tractor or help set up for a Conklin Pro Grower Day event,
but I wasn’t too little to hang out with Judy. After we had
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finished cleaning, she told me if I could keep a secret, she had
a surprise. That was the day I learned how to mattress slide.
Judy helped me drag the mattress up the stairs and sat behind
me as I slid down for the first time. I was too scared to do it
alone! Throughout my time with her, she taught me how to
work until a job was done correctly, to never give less than my
best, to do as much as I could for others, to always be kinder
than necessary, and how to get the most fun out of every
moment. Whether we were washing dishes, pulling weeds,
clearing tables, or serving food, we always had a good time.
If I strive to be a little more like her every day, I have no doubt
I will be a better person.”

THE PATH THAT LED TO CONKLIN
Judy’s positive attitude was special from day one, but it was
her venture into Conklin that helped her realize her potential,
propelling her to new heights. Judy’s sister, Sandy Schaben, whose
husband, Jim, was a Conklin Area Manager at the time, introduced
her to the Conklin business opportunity. Judy was impressed with
the first-class products and the promise of personal advancement
that the company offered. With an optimistic approach, Judy
joined the company on October 17, 1979, and was sponsored by
her future husband, Charles W. Herbster.
For Judy, like so many successful people, the path to the top
had some rough spots. As a young woman, Judy struggled with
the spotlight and was not always the poised, confident speaker
we knew. Charles remembers her first Conklin speech. “It was a
disaster! Tears welled up in her eyes—she could barely speak,

but she got through the presentation. Very sympathetic to her
plight, the audience applauded her effort and sensed her faith in
the products. Judy’s honesty and sincerity came through, and her
genuine desire to help people was evident. I’m proud to say that
Judy had tenacity, and she presented again at their next meeting.
After an arduous start, Judy’s Conklin journey began. With
each presentation, each product sale, and each Distributor she
sponsored, Judy became a more effective, poised, and confident
spokeswoman for Conklin. She believed that Conklin improved her
life, and she wanted to share her passion to make a difference.”

“Her enthusiasm was contagious. One of the reasons I have
stayed with the Conklin Company is because Judy always had
something good to say, and that was always a big plus with me.
I like the model for the company that Judy and Charles came up
with: God first, family second, business third. Judy lived this.”
With her endearing entrepreneurial spirit, it didn’t take long
for Judy to build her Conklin organization. In 1980, she became
the first woman in Conklin’s history to join the company’s
exclusive President’s Club. Little did she know that she would
turn the President’s Club into one of the most sought-after
achievements a Distributor can earn. After making history as
Katie Hedrick, Director from Mount Sterling, Iowa, comments on
the first female President’s Club member, Judy acquired her
Judy’s determination. “The thing I always admired the most was
title as Director in 1982. Following this advancement, she
the way she was so brave, breaking out of her comfort zone all the
continued to build on her success, becoming the first Conklin
time. Judy was always nervous about public speaking, although
Director to develop five other Directors in one year!
you'd never know it. She'd put a smile on her face and give her
all every time she was at the front of the room. I relate to that so
Regional Director Dennis (Denny) Dammen from Prior Lake,
much. Public speaking has always made me very uncomfortable,
Minn., first met Judy when he was appointed as a Conklin
but Judy knew, and I know, that life is improved outside of our
Director. “The thing that was probably most striking about Judy
comfort zone.”
was her enthusiasm, and the fact that she was setting records
and leaving the guys in the dust on sales, recruiting, and
BUILDING A BUSINESS AND BREAKING RECORDS
organization building!”
The domino that was pushed over in the fall of 1979 was a
Judy’s self-confidence, loving demeanor, and likeability made
tipping point for not only Judy’s life, but for the thousands of
it easy for her to quickly climb the ranks of Conklin, gaining
lives she enriched through Conklin. The company provided
respect from her mentors as she built up momentum in the
Judy with a trustworthy platform in which she identified
company. “Judy and I were relatively young as we began our
and Distributors connected with her from the moment they
Conklin careers,” shared veteran Distributor Tom Warschefsky
met her. Director Francis Taphorn from Marysville, Kan.,
from Williamston, Mich. “A number of times, we found
has been a Distributor for 40 years and felt this connection.
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WE DON’T DO

AVERAGE

ourselves in a room or on stage being recognized by our
Conklin ‘heroes’ who blazed the trail for us. It was thrilling for
me, and by her own admission, a bit scary for her. Judy was
honest and open—she used her experiences as a springboard
for growth. She was an example of courage and had a ‘justdo-it’ approach to any task or situation.”

MOVING CONKLIN FORWARD INTO THE
21ST CENTURY
After Charles W. and Judy were married in the summer of
1982, they were the “power couple” of Conklin. The duo was
infectious and had a great message for anyone searching for
a more successful life. In 1992, Charles and Judy, once again,
changed the game by purchasing the Conklin Company. Under
their leadership, the company thrived, growing from a $20
million company and rising to its current worth at nearly
$100 million. Soon after the acquisition of the company, Judy
was appointed as President and Chief Operating Officer, and
she served in this leadership role until her passing.
“I remember Bob Conklin, the company’s founder, say that
Charles and Judy were really great running mates and they
were well-suited for continuing to build Conklin. I think Bob
felt comfortable letting Charles and Judy have the reins,
because they made a great pair. He knew that Charles was a
great salesman and Judy was good at keeping all the moving
parts of the company heading in the right direction,” said Denny.
As the company progressed through the 1990s, Ed and Mandy
Raithel, who manage Herbster Angus Farms, Inc., saw Judy’s
determination for Conklin’s success firsthand. “We were at
every National Field Day at Carico Farms. Judy’s ability to host
2,000 people, organize tents, plan meals, and put on worldclass seminars was second-to-none,” commented Ed. “She had
a unique ability to pull off any event, working her fingers to
the bone in the process. The most impressive thing about Judy
was that we couldn’t wait to help her. She was a great leader.”
It was no surprise that Judy was appointed to a major
leadership role in Conklin. She was dedicated to the company
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in so many ways and had a deep love for the people who make
Conklin great—its Distributors. “Judy always had a kind word
for everyone, and her Christian testimony was an inspiration
to us and many others,” shared National Directors Leonard and
Lori Hostetler of Hotchkiss, Colo. The Hostetlers remember
Judy’s tireless work ethic behind the scenes at Conklin events.
“She was always very positive and upbeat. Her personality
made you want to work harder on yourself and aspire to live
life the way she did.”

SETTING THE STAGE AND LIVING BY EXAMPLE
The Conklin community saw firsthand the style and the class
Judy brought to the Conklin National Convention stage each
year, but she also delivered her infectious smile, attitude, and
work ethic to many of Conklin’s training programs and Field
Day events.
In 1992, Senior Directors Rod and Sheila Livesay were new
Distributors when they first met Judy. Over a meal with the
Herbsters, Sheila found an instant mentor and friend in Judy.
“At that first supper, she gave us the most important piece
of advice for our business,” said Sheila. “She advised us to
live our life and run our business according to the Law of
Reciprocity—always do what is right for the other person,
and in the long run, it will work out for you, too. Be kind, be
helpful, and be honest, add value to other people’s lives, and
keep their best interests at heart. These were important traits
that Judy instilled in us.”
As Conklin Company President, Judy was progressive and
pushed to expand the current product divisions and to create
new ones. Continually striving to improve human health and
quality of life, approximately 10 years after the introduction of
Fastrack® animal health products, Judy helped Conklin develop
a probiotic for people. “She wanted to create a nutritional
product line for quite a while,” shared Director Carol Thiesen
from Clovis, Calif., who along with Judy, shared a passion for
nutrition and wellness. “Judy was a walking testimony for
Probiotic Support™ with her acid reflux story, which enhanced
the belief in our product.”

While the Health & Home Products Division was much of
Judy’s focus, she was still a farm girl at heart, never forgetting
her agricultural roots. Her dedication and work ethic at Carico
Farms, Inc., and Herbster Angus Farms, Inc., helped her
showcase her knowledge, while collaborating with Conklin’s
AgroVantage® Division.
“Participation in the Pro Ag training programs grew exponentially
thanks to Judy’s active role in the planning and administration
of these programs,” added Denny. “Those attending the
training would be greeted with a smile from Judy at the
registration table. She would stand up, shake their hand and
say, ‘Hello, my name is Judy Herbster and welcome to Pro Ag.’
Later on, many of these attendees would be shocked to find
out that she was the president of the company. She spoke in
front of the room, not as a corporate executive, but as a farmer
and a farmer’s wife. Her remarks emphasized that Conklin’s
goal, through its training programs, was to keep farmers
profitable and in business. What a great first impression!”

A GRAND ROLE MODEL, MENTOR,
AND FRIEND
“That’ll be grand,” Judy would say. She was continually raising
the bar with her mantra: “We don’t do average.” She carried
this belief with her every second, always having the time to
improve someone’s day, an idea, or a product.

THAT’LL BE

GRAND
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It was the final night of Conklin’s 2017 National Convention
during the Gala Awards Banquet when 14-year-old Samantha
Sue Yantz approached Judy from the crowd. Judy knelt down
from the stage in her beautiful, shimmering gown and spoke
with Samantha. After their conversation, Samantha walked
over to her grandfather and said, “That’s one smart lady.”
That grandfather, Francis Taphorn, noted how special it was for
the president of a $100 million company to take time to speak
with his granddaughter during one of the busiest evenings of
convention. Judy, like Francis, remembered her roots as a once
brand-new, fresh-faced Distributor and always took the time to
make everyone feel special. “God works in strange ways, but
the way the lighting came down from the stage and shone on
Judy during their conversation, it really emphasized her grace,”
recalled Francis.

“Our relationship with Judy was special, because we
encouraged her and she encouraged us to dream and think
big,” added Rod and Sheila. “After you spent time with her, you
wanted to reflect on what she said, or even more importantly,
on what you did together. We set out to follow her lead.”

“YOU GOT THIS, KEEP GOING”
As a catalyst and a leader, Judy urged us to be the best
we could be. One of the great things about Judy’s gentle
mentoring, whatever the task, was that she was consistent
and kind. Her coaching was not a fireball, it was just a tiny
ember in your belly that whispered, “You got this, keep going.”
Judy’s spark continues, urges us on and tells us to advance her
Conklin legacy.

Always remember-

Judy’s example, her humility and concern for others,
her dedication to excellence, and her commitment
to improving people’s lives.

“It is hard to go on without Judy, I miss her every day—I think
we all do,” shared Charles, who has committed himself to
“Judy was impressive because she was equally humble,
taking on Judy’s former role and now serves as Owner, Chief
compassionate, loving, and grounded,” said Karen Livesay,
Executive Officer, and President of the Conklin Company. “Judy
Director from Mount Sterling, Iowa, who cannot remember
fervently believed Conklin’s purpose, which is to enhance the
a time when Judy was not in her life. She considered Judy an
lives of others. I am dedicated to continuing that vision. I hope
exceptional female role model. “She impacted thousands of
you will remember the example Judy set for us, letting her
lives and I am so glad to be one of the many she reached out to humility, concern for others, and her dedication to excellence
along the way.”
guide you. Judy lived the American Dream, and I humbly ask
for your continued support as we work together to fulfill Judy’s
Judy was able to make a tremendous, positive impact due to
wish for Conklin—a company that has and will change lives,
her servant leadership. She put the needs of others first and
just like it did for her.” u
helped people develop and perform in unbelievable ways,
unlocking purpose and ingenuity in countless others.
To see more remembrances or share your own, visit www.judyherbster.com

“Judy fervently believed Conklin’s purpose, which is to enhance the
lives of others. I am dedicated to continuing that vision.”
- Charles W. Herbster
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NEW REGIONAL DIRECTORS
WHAT THREE TIPS WOULD YOU TELL
SOMEONE LOOKING TO MOVE UP FROM
DIRECTOR TO REGIONAL DIRECTOR?
(1) Work with the person on your team who
is very motivated. (2) Find people who will
work on their own to achieve their goals.
(3) Be an encouragement to them.
WHAT IS A DAILY HABIT THAT HAS HELPED
YOU BECOME SUCCESSFUL?
Read something that is positive, whether
it’s a chapter out of Proverbs or something
that inspires you. Reading something
positive sets the day for me and helps me
achieve my goals.
WHAT HELPED YOU ADVANCED
MANAGEMENT LEVELS?
Be consistent and expand on what is
working for you to achieve new titles.

NEW REGIONAL DIRECTORS
MATT & FREDA YUTZY

In less than a year, Matt and Freda Yutzy of Linn, Mo., went from new Directors to new Regional Directors by envisioning their
business goals and encouraging members of their team to reach ones they had set for themselves. In those eight months, the
Yutzys even achieved membership to Conklin’s prestigious President’s Club (read more on p.14)!
Matt and Freda get their inspiration from watching firsthand how the Conklin business opportunity can turn lives around, giving
members of their team more time with their family, the chance to take vacations they never dreamed of, and the financial
stability to literally buy the farm. Time after time they see lives change for the better and use this motivation to keep pushing their
Conklin business forward.
What helps the Yutzys maintain this forward momentum? Matt and Freda keep the lines of communication open, letting members
of their team know they are thinking about them and that the couple wants them to succeed. “I keep track of those in my
organization who are motivated to build their business,” explained Matt. “I like to check in on these individuals at least once a
month, asking them about their goals (such as becoming a President’s Club member or earning a District Manager title) and what
they have done in the past month to achieve this goal. Then I see if there is anything I can do to help them reach these goals.”
Building lasting relationships with members of your team is also important when growing an organization. Matt says it’s important
to be there for those in your organization when they need you and be willing to teach them about components of the Conklin
business, such as how the management and commission plans work. It is also critical to praise members of your team when they
succeed. “They will do things for you that you never believed!” said Matt. “But if you are a negative leader, your team won’t
appreciate you and have a difficult time when sharing constructive criticism.”
What’s next for Matt and Freda? Their primary goal is to help those in their organization become District Managers. “I feel like
once people become District Managers, they know what it takes to reach their goals and have an understanding of tools within
Conklin that can help them achieve much more beyond the District Manager title.”
However, the couple knows they would not be the leaders they are today without their team. “It’s very humbling and we are very
excited about our Regional Director title. It’s a wonderful feeling to be part of such a successful group of Directors in Conklin,” said
Matt. “I’m proud of the people who are on our team to help make our goals possible. For anyone on our team who wants to grow
their Conklin business and reach that next management level, we want to be there to help inspire and motivate you!” u
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NEW DIRECTORS

PERRY & KRISTEN YUTZY
We’ve all heard the saying, “Like father, like son.” Well, in this case
with new Conklin Director Perry Yutzy of Linn, Mo. , the saying
should be, “Like father, like sons!” Perry is one of five brothers
who are all Conklin Distributors—ranging from Sales Managers
all the way to Regional Directors—whose focus is on sharing the
innovative and trusted products found within Conklin Roofing
Systems. Even Perry’s dad, Rudy, and his uncle, Lester, have been
building their own Conklin roofing businesses since the 1980s.
“My dad was involved with Conklin for as long as I can remember.
Seeing the success he had with Conklin roofing made it an easy
decision for me,” shared Perry. “My parents and brothers had a big
impact on us becoming Directors. My dad did a great job instilling
a good work ethic in all of us kids at a young age and teaching us
the Conklin roofing trade, which has made it easier for me to teach
other contractors the same skills and techniques I learned over the
years through Conklin.”
Perry, along with his wife, Kristen, joined Conklin in 2017 and have
been busy developing their organization by introducing others
to the Conklin business opportunity. “For me, the most inspiring
thing about Conklin is seeing the complete lifestyle change it has
made in people. Some of my best friends today are those whom
I introduced to the Conklin Company. It’s pretty awesome seeing
these guys go from an 8-to-5 job just getting by to owning their
own business where they can make a better life for their families.”
However, Perry and Kristen’s first 10 years in the business came
with their fair share of obstacles. The couple learned that while
it was discouraging when some prospects whom they invested
a large amount of time in didn’t work out, they never gave up.
Perry and Kristen worked together presenting the Conklin business
opportunity to others. “If you put in enough time and effort,
success is inevitable.”
Now that Perry and Kristen have become Directors, their next goal
is to develop a new Preferred Contractor each year and continue
to share the Conklin business opportunity with as many people as
possible. “Becoming Conklin Directors means that a lot of hard work
has paid off,” but the couple knows the work does not stop there.
“It also means an added responsibility to represent Conklin on such
a high level. We have a wonderful team of people that we get to
network with every day and this achievement is very special to us.
We feel honored and blessed to be a part of such a great company.”
Perry continued, “Developing your Conklin business takes a lot of
hard work, but the rewards are amazing. If you work the business
the right way and never give up, it’s possible to have a residual
income in which most people can only dream. Seeing your team
have success, and then sharing and helping other people succeed
is very rewarding. There’s no other business I’d rather be in than
Conklin.” u

NEW DIRECTORS
WHAT ARE THREE TIPS YOU WOULD TELL
SOMEONE NEW TO CONKLIN TO BE SUCCESSFUL?
(1) Attend as many Conklin events as you can.
(2) Talk to people who have success in the areas in
which you’re striving. (3) Call your sponsor anytime
you need advice or have something exciting to talk
about. Your team wouldn’t have introduced you to
Conklin if they didn’t want to see you succeed, so
don’t be scared to ask for advice.
WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT CONKLIN?
What I like best is the relationships and wonderful
people we’ve met through Conklin. We also like the
trips and how God is honored at all Conklin events.
WHAT CONKLIN TRAINING IS YOUR FAVORITE
AND WHY?
National Convention, I look forward to it all year
long. It’s like a big family reunion; there’s always
such an amazing amount of positive energy and
wonderful material to give you a boost, not only in
your business, but in your personal life as well.
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RECOGNITION

PRESIDENT'S CLUB

These new members will be personal guests of Conklin Chief Executive Officer and President
Charles W. Herbster at National Convention during the "Evening with the President," where they
will be awarded a President's Club lapel pin and their choice of President's Club jewelry, as well
as earn the Silver Destinations trip. Make President’s Club one of your goals in 2017 and become

President's Club is an elite group of Independent Distributors who have met sponsorship and
training goals. Congratulations to the newest President's Club members!

part of this distinguished group of Conklin leaders.

MATTHEW & FREDA YUTZY

MAHLON & LYDIA LEE

Matt Yutzy of Linn, Mo., is a second-generation Conklin
Distributor, and has learned a lot over the years. Now, as newly
appointed President’s Club members, Matt and his wife, Freda,
are excited about the future of their business.

Mahlon and Lydia Lee of Hot Springs, Mont., started their
Conklin business nearly a decade ago. Today, as Directors and
new President’s Club members, they can look back and see
how Conklin has impacted their lives. Over the past 10 years,
Mahlon and Lydia have built a thriving business, learned
to set goals, and achieved a lifelong dream of purchasing a
farm. They are grateful for all the opportunities Conklin has
provided for their family.

“I grew up in Conklin,” shared Matt. “My family has always been
involved with Conklin Roofing and, in the last couple of years,
I decided rather than just being a roofer, I would like to get
involved in building an organization. Conklin has a lot more to
offer than quality roofing systems; my wife, Freda, and I really
wanted to help other people, much like ourselves, fulfill goals in
their lives.”

The Lees attribute their success to the positivity and
encouragement that they received when they first started
their Conklin business. Mahlon says that he learned a
lot about leadership by reading self-development and
inspirational books. “Reading provided me with knowledge,
and knowledge is power. Over the years, I’ve learned how to
lead a team and inspire others,” Mahlon said.

Matt attributes Conklin Business Seminar for motivating him and
his wife to achieve their goals with their Conklin business.
“We attend Conklin Business Seminar several times a year, as we
go to support new team members,” Matt said. “The experiences
gained at Conklin events encourages us and gives us the chance
to learn from other Managers.”
Matt and Freda have built their business by working with others
and using social media. They believe that valuable connections
and relationships made a major impact on their business.
Looking forward, the couple plans to grow their business even
more and help those in their organization become Managers.
“We have many individuals with goals to become Sales Managers,
District Managers, and even Directors,” Matt said. “We are excited
to be available for our team and help them achieve their goals!”
Regarding their President’s Club appointment, Matt and Freda are
honored to be a part of such an elite group of Conklin. Becoming

members of the Presidents Club was an honor and will lead the
way for their team to also make it a goal.
“We have had a great experience with Conklin,” Matt said. “We’ve
met incredible people and built great friendships, and we’ve
appreciated every challenge and success along the way.” u

The Lees are grateful for their organization and would not be
where they are today without the help of their team. Now,
as new President’s Club members, they are looking forward
to encouraging and inspiring others to do the same, as well
as helping their team reach new management levels and
achieving their goals in 2017.

“The experiences gained at Conklin events
encourages us and gives us the chance to
learn from other Managers.”

How to Become a President’s Club Member
Qualify for President’s Club by achieving these personal sponsoring milestones within a 12-month period:
• Sponsor 12 Wholesale Independent Distributors/Wholesale Customers who have purchased a Wholesale Training Package ($799/$1,199)
• Ensure six of the 12 sponsored have attended either Conklin Business Seminar or National Convention within the same 12 months.
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“If you keep a positive mindset and
remember what you hope to accomplish,
you will be successful.”

Mahlon and Lydia know that leading by example is important
and now as President’s Club members, “We hope that we
can show our team that anyone can reach their goals if they
put their minds to it,” Lydia said. “Mahlon and I remind
each other that your success is determined by your attitude
more than your circumstance. If you keep a positive mindset
and remember what you hope to accomplish, you will
be successful."

For more information, visit Conklin
Central at www.conklin.com to learn
how you can achieve this goal.

“We are so blessed and appreciate all Conklin has done for us,
especially Charles W. and Judy Herbster,” Lydia said. “They put
God first in their lives and in Conklin. If we can pass along the
love of Christ and encourage others to be their absolute best,
then we have lived life to the fullest.” u
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Conklin's Newest President’s Club
Members, continued

STEVEN & ROSALYN ZOOK
Talk to Steven and Rosalyn Zook of Cherry Tree, Penn., about
“investing maximum effort” and they will share with you
maximum effort helped them reach their goal of President’s
Club. In four short years, the couple has accomplished more
than they ever thought imaginable. They have built and now
manage a very successful Conklin business. Steven and Rosalyn
are looking forward to reaching new goals and passing forward
what they have learned to their team.
“You have to give it all you got and do the little things and
discipline yourself,” Steven said. “Putting in the extra effort
pays off.” When they first started their Conklin business, Steven
and Rosalyn knew they wanted to reach President’s Club. They
say that focusing on sales, studying self-development and
leadership, and listening to their managers helped them reach
that goal, and many others in their Conklin business.

“Conklin is a
family and
a team that
motivates and
encourages
you to be the
best version
of yourself,
and we are so
grateful for
that.”

“You have to be willing to take advice from others and
continue to be a student of business and life.” Steven said.
“Besides building our business, we were dedicated to reaching
President’s Club, so we studied sales and learned how to be a
successful Sales Manager. We called others in our organization
and asked questions. Being open to others’ advice helped us
learn and grow as individuals and businesspeople.”

The couple’s Managers encouraged them to attend Conklin
Business Seminar and Metal Roofing System Training early on
in their Conklin business. Andy says taking the advice of these
Managers is a key to their success.
“I learned that listening to those who have gone before you
was the most beneficial way to be successful in Conklin,” shared
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(Level 2)

Directors from Mount Sterling, IA
As President’s Club members, we strive to
honor God, honor people, stay humble and
teachable, and create new leaders! There are so
many people out there who could benefit from
hearing the Conklin story. It’s our job to tell it!

Conklin® CholesSupport™
This addition to Conklin’s Targeted Nutrition lineup
is designed to help aid in healthy heart, blood sugar,
and weight management by supporting hearthealthy cholesterol.

ANDY & SUSAN BYLER

“When we first started with Conklin, our family supported us
100 percent,” Andy said. “Without that support, I do not think
we would be where we are today. It is a team effort, and we are
thankful for having the support and encouragement of our family
and Conklin team.”

KATIE & CHAD HEDRICK

Announcing Conklin’s newest nutritional supplement:

“We hope to help our team and encourage them to set and
reach their goals,” Steven added. “Others did that for us,
and we want to continue that tradition and help others be
successful. Conklin is so unique, because it is more than
a business. It is a family and a team that motivates and
encourages you to be the best version of yourself, and we are
so grateful for that.” u

Andy and Susan Byler of Emlenton, Penn., have learned firsthand
that the more effort you put into something, the more you will
achieve. When the couple first started their Conklin business,
they hoped to have more flexibility and opportunities for their
family. This hope became a reality and, now, the Bylers are
looking toward the future and are excited to help others achieve
that same freedom and success with their Conklin business.

ADVANCING PRESIDENT’S
CLUB MEMBERS

With good diet and exercise, this product supports:
Andy. “We were inspired by people like District Managers Andy
and Connie Lee of Jackson Center, Penn., and when they reached
President’s Club, we thought to ourselves, ‘We can, too.’”

• Healthy Heart & Cholesterol

After watching others reach President’s Club, Andy and Susan were
determined to achieve this honorable status. They put in long hours
and effort, and they hope that this appointment to President’s Club
will encourage others on their team to reach this goal.

• Weight Management

• Healthy Blood Sugar

“Achieving President’s Club shows our team that anything is
possible if you set the goal and put in the effort,” Andy said.
“Now, we are focused on helping our team achieve their goals.
Our main focus for the year is to help others succeed.” u

“The experiences gained at Conklin events
encourages us and gives us the chance to
learn from other Managers.”

**These Statements have not been evaluated by the Food
and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to
diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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TOP RECOGNITION

April

May

June

Top Individual Volume

Top Individual Volume

Ashton & Shanna Withington, MO		
$
126,081.37

Michael Yutzy, MO

Mark & Pam Fillbrandt, MN $295,955.61

Top Director Volume

Lavern & Melanie Zook, OH $361,663.64

Top District Manager Volume

Ernest & Laurie Schwartz, WI
$
362,125.59

Top Individual Volume
Matthew Wipf, SD

112,107.80

$

Top Director Volume

Scott Wettstein, ND

183,592.77

$

SPIRIT OF SUCCESS AWARD

Top Sales Manager Volume

STANLEY
VOLKMAN III
1st
Quarter 2017

Director Organization Sponsorship

Title, Stan Volkman III

Matthew Wipf, SD

First Quarter 2017

It takes supportive leaders to help grow a business. It also takes
dedicated leaders to recognize when members of their team go
the extra mile to share the Conklin business opportunity and its
proven products. For many Conklin Distributors, those in their
organization are also members of their family. This is the case
for Preferred Contractors Stan and Lori Volkman of Bloomington,
Minn., who nominated their son, District Manager Stanley
Volkman III, of Houston, Texas, for Conklin’s Spirit of Success
Award. These proud parents ingrained in their son at an early
age the importance of hard work and perseverance to develop a
successful business that has spanned nearly four decades.
“The Conklin Company has played an enormous roll in the
Volkman family since 1978,” shared Stan and Lori. “For over
27 years, Stanley attended Conklin functions and watched
us develop a successful Conklin roofing business, while using
Conklin products to tackle any situation under the sun. It wasn’t
until 2016 when Stanley fully understood the depth of our
business and the positive effect it would have on people’s lives.”
Today, Stanley is building a network of Conklin roofing
contractors leveraging his family’s Conklin roofing experience
and his own conventional sales experience. He has embraced
network marketing as a business and, in doing so, is helping
people enhance their bottom line using Conklin Roofing Systems
and the business opportunity Conklin provides.

Stanley and Suzanne Volkman

“Winning the Spirit of Success Award is the realization of a goal
I set for myself when I first started my Conklin business,” said
Stanley. “I believed that if I worked hard, led by example with
integrity and honesty, and helped each of my team members be
successful, then I myself would be successful. This award proves
that my hard work and dedication to my team has paid off.”
Stanley continued, “I am beyond grateful for the Conklin
Company giving me this opportunity to help so many individuals
build a new life for themselves. I want to thank my parents;
being able to work with my father every day has been a
blessing. I can honestly say that without his guidance and
support, I would not be where I am today.”
Nominations are now being accepted for this Quarter’s Spirit
of Success Award. District Managers and Directors can shine
a spotlight on a member of their organization who has been a
Distributor for less than two years. Winners will be recognized
on stage at National Convention, be featured in Vision magazine,
and will automatically qualify for the Bronze Destinations Trip.
Log in to Conklin Central and click on the “Destinations and
Rewards” link to access the Spirit of Success nomination form. u

DISTRICT MANAGER APPOINTMENTS
Eli Petersheim – McArthur, OH

Believe in yourself and the Conklin products—
you will be successful. Anything is possible if
you put your heart to it.

Tyler & Emily Hall – Logan, IA

Remind yourself this is a business like any
other business out there; you get out of it
what you put into it! I’ve been fortunate to be
a part of a great team and treat it as such—
we aren’t alone…we aren’t by ourselves.
There are great leaders in Conklin, search
them out and be a student of their work.
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112,522.80

$

1. Karen Livesay, IA
2. Katie & Chad Hedrick, IA
3. Preston & Lynette Grobe, IA
T Matthew & Freda Yutzy, MO

11
8
6
6

District Manager
Organization Sponsorship
1. Daniel Snetcher, IL
2. Nikolas Fitch, IA
3. Perry & Kristin Yutzy, MO
T Titus & Melinda Schrock, NE
T Wilbur & Suzanna Yoder, IN

6
3
3
3
3

Top District Manager Volume
Eli Petersheim, OH

140,292.66

$

Top Sales Manager Volume
Martin Waldner, SD

126,216.42

$

Director Organization Sponsorship
1. Daniel & Sara Troyer, MO
2. Matthias & Melissa Raber, PA
3. Andrew & Marnita Yutzy, MO

7
5
5

District Manager
Organization Sponsorship
1. Tyler Hall, IA
2. Titus & Sheri Yutzy, KS
3. Duane & Ada Bontrager, WY
T Moses & Martha Troyer, CO

4
3
2
2

133,253.21

$

Top Director Volume
Top District Manager Volume
Daniel & Laura Detweiler, KY $147,061.50

Top Sales Manager Volume
Michael Yutzy, MO

133,253.21

$

Director Organization Sponsorship
1. Robert & Rosanna Miller, KY
2. Dennis & Patty Nun, NE
3. Peter & Sheila Klar, WI

4
4
3

District Manager
Organization Sponsorship
1. Rudy & Emma Byler, PA
2. Dennis & Kimberly Gurley, NE
3. Clinton & Lauren Buss, WI

4
3
3

(T) - Tie

SALES MANAGER APPOINTMENTS
Joshua & Ashley Berg, IA
Mark Binam, MO
Bruce Blair, KS
Gerald Blake, NY
Maurice & Linda Chester, Jr., KY
Marlin & Rebecca Chupp, IN
Chad & Mindy Cormier, IA
John & Lisa Dennis, MN
Anthony & Amanda Dirks, MO
Arlin Eicher, KS

James & Sandra Fontaine, NY
Tim Foster, PA
Travis Good, PA
Richard Gordee, WI
Oren & Amanda Granier, MO
Clint Haas, IL
EB Harris, NC
Hunter Hasselstrom, ID
Audrey Hancock, IN
Nick Hepler, PA

James & Irene Hershberger, IN
Joel Hochstetler, KY
Brandon & Lisa Hunnicutt, NE
Nicholas Hunt, IA
Carla Jackson, TX
Brian Jordan, WI
Greg & Carmela Koch, WI
Jim Kreutz, NE
Joel Lange, IA
Steven Lee, MT

Raymond Mast, OH
Matt McNamara, IA
Jonathan Meyer, IN
Benjamin Miller, OH
David Miller, WI
Marvin Miller, OH
Wallace Miller, Jr., OH
Paul Oberholtzer, WI
Chad Rehm, MN
Brent Reinsch, NE

Kevin Russell, KY
Allan Schulz, MN
Alex & Danette Spring, WY
Jason Stanbrough, IA
Elizabeth Tristani, MD
Hillary Volkman, MN
Richard Wills, IL
Dave Witt, ND
Mark Yoder, CO
Timothy Yoder, OH

Thank you to the District Managers who submitted photos and business-building tips.
Titus & Melinda Schrock – Auburn, NE

One thing that has helped us is surrounding
ourselves with people who are better at
business and allow that to drive us to the
next level.

James & Leann Yutzy – Linn, MO

To reach the next level in this business,
set goals and use every avenue available
to achieve those goals! Seek advice from
people who have accomplished what you
are striving for!

Stanley & Shannon Knepp –
Loogootee, IN

Follow the advice of your upline, and
persevere with a positive outlook and
support your team. Good leaders are
coaches, not critics. Glorify God in
all accomplishments.

Clinton & Lauren Buss – Belmont, WI

Set goals and stay focused on them. Make
a point every day to do something that
benefits your business and grow yourself
through your Conklin business, leadership,
and product training programs.

New District Managers (Not pictured)
Daniel Snetcher – Pearl City, IL
Mathias Miller – Greenville, TX
Eric & Sheila Hasselstrom – Winchester, IL
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Conklin Company, Inc.
3951 NE Kimball Drive
Kansas City, MO 64161

Average

She didn’t do

JUDITH A. HERBSTER
April 2, 1955 - May 2, 2017

